Background
 It is still debated whether or not we should implement protein restriction in diet in CKD to delay the progression of renal disease [1, 2] .  The results of the various trials till date are not uniform in their explanation.  The two most recent meta-analyses in the diabetic population have given opposing conclusions [3, 4] .  The others have also been non uniform in their conclusions, be it be in the nondiabetic group or the diabetic group.  Amount of heterogeneity was different in all these analyses.  GFR varies according to many factors [5] . 
Objectives

Criteria of study
 Studies: RCT design, since randomization controlled trials tend to nullify the other factors affecting GFR  Participants: CKD broad, since efficacy might be only in a particular group  Intervention: All studies comparing a normal diet to one containing less protein  Outcome measure: the change in GFR during the study period Search strategy for identification of studies  Aim at including the maximum number of RCTs.  Search the main databases: MEDLINE and EMBASE  Other search: Cochrane database (CENTRAL), clinicaltrials.gov, individual online journals, guidelines, reviews, email authors, explore conferences  Fine search: references of articles  Using MeSH to refine search
Method of review
 Use of Cochrane handbook [6] as primary guide to the analysis  Limit imputation to increase quality  Meta-analysis of data to detect heterogeneity  Differential analysis based on etiology for CKD  Use of potential effect modifiers-those that are factors affecting GFR (compliance, age, sex, BP, hypertension, diabetes, weight, smoking, and proteinuria) to explain heterogeneity.  Use of subgroup and meta-regression [7] to correct for heterogeneity  Subgroup analysis based on the results to validate findings To ensure quality of analysis:
 Limit imputation  Bias assessment using Cochrane risk of bias tool o Sensitivity analysis if significant discrepancy in bias  Conform to PRISMA statement [8, 9] o Organized way and recording of searches
Technical details
 Use of spread-sheet to collect data  Analysis using R software
Inclusion criteria
 In English or translated fully  RCTs  Study duration of more than 1 year-to detect permanent changes to GFR [10]  Quantify GFR decline-MD/ SMD depending on scale and most commonly reported method in the articles  Quantify protein intake-use of objective method: example based on urinary indicesMaroni equation [11] Exclusion criteria: 
